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UK Cities House Price Index 
April 2016 
 

 

� 20 city year on year house price growth is running at 10.4% compared to 6.6% in April 2015 – city 
level growth ranges from -6.1% in Aberdeen to +15.8% in Cambridge. 

 
� Looking to the Referendum, an analysis of city level sales volumes and house price growth over 

the last 20 years shows volumes are more responsive to external shocks than prices.  
 
� A vote to leave is likely to hit the London market hardest, while a vote to remain will have the 

greatest benefit for housing markets in regional cities which have the greatest upside.  
 

City house price growth running in double digits 

The rate of city level house price inflation continues 

to increase after a strong first quarter. Year on year 

growth is running at 10.4% compared to 6.6% twelve 

months ago when growth had slowed in the face of 

uncertainty over the 2015 General Election.  

 

Table 1- UK 20 city index summary, April 2016 

Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 

 

The surge in transactions ahead of the April stamp 

duty change resulted in most cities registering a 

spike in the monthly rate of house price growth in 

March with slower growth recorded in April. 

Aberdeen remains the city bucking the national 

trend with prices falling by 6.1% in the last year 

where the lower oil price continues to impact the 

economy and demand for housing. Across the 

remaining cities, the annual growth rate is higher 

than 12 months ago in fifteen cities. The highest 

growth is being registered in supply constrained 

southern cities such as Cambridge, Bristol and 

London (table 2) where prices have responded more 

quickly to strong demand in the first quarter.  

Fig. 1 – City house price inflation – %yoy to Apr16 

Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 
 

Fig. 2 – City house price inflation last 12 months 

Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 

Month
3 mth. 

change

%yoy 

Apr 2016

Average      

price

Nov-15 1.5% 7.5% £221,200

Dec-15 1.6% 7.9% £222,600

Jan-16 1.9% 8.5% £224,300

Feb-16 2.5% 9.1% £226,700

Mar-16 3.6% 10.2% £230,600

Apr-16 3.8% 10.4% £232,800
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All eyes on the Referendum result 

The implication of the Referendum result for 

businesses operating in housing is the key unknown. 

The economic impact of ‘Brexit’ and consequences 

for interest rates, investment and incomes has direct 

implications for housing. The consensus appears to 

be a short economic shock accompanied by a period 

of uncertainty for consumers and business.  

 

An analysis of city level house price growth and 

transactions over the last 20 years shows that 

external shocks tend to have a greater impact on 

market volumes than house prices, especially where 

there is no accompanying economic downturn. To 

highlight these differentials Fig. 3 plots the year on 

year change in housing sales for London City and all 

other cities combined. From 1996 to 2007 house 

prices posted consistent positive year on year 

growth (Fig. 2). This was not the case for sales 

volumes which were influenced by a mix of external 

shocks to sentiment and changing domestic factors 

such as short periods of rising interest rates.  

 

Fig. 3 – Long run change in city level sales volumes 

 
Source: Hometrack 

 

In the decade before 2007, sales volumes fell on four 

occasions in London by as much as 15% highlighting 

how London is more prone to the impact of external 

factors - from the crisis in emerging economies and 

collapse of the Long Term Capital Management 

hedge fund in 1998 to the bursting of the dot-com 

bubble in 2000 and the Iraq war in 2003. The 15% 

drop in sales seen in 2005 was registered across the 

country, driven largely by domestic factors and rising 

interest rates in 2003/04.  In contrast, the impact of 

the 2011/12 Eurozone crisis on turnover was more 

muted as the market was just recovering.  

 

Part of the reason for London experiencing greater 

volatility in sales over this period to 2007 was the 

fact that London house prices had more than 

doubled in the 7 years before 2000. In contrast, most 

other parts of the country had registered much 

lower rates of growth. Fig. 2 shows the variance in 

growth rates between London and Manchester. A 

lack of relative value in London post 2000 increased 

the sensitivity of the market to external factors, 

something which is very pertinent today when we 

consider the impact of the Referendum result. 

 

A vote to leave – greatest impact on London 

The implications of this analysis is that a vote to 

leave on 23 June would most likely result in a 5% to 

10% fall in housing turnover with London bearing the 

brunt of the slowdown. The rate of national house 

price growth would undoubtedly slow, but the scale 

of this will depend upon the economic impact and 

whether mortgage rates increase. The greater the 

direct impact on the economy then the greater the 

downside for turnover and house prices. If the 

economy keeps growing, albeit more slowly, 

negative price growth is unlikely. 

 

The London market faces greater headwinds 

irrespective of the Referendum vote. Turnover fell 

7% last year on the back of affordability constraints 

and weaker overseas demand. Tax changes for 

investors will reduce demand and we expect price 

growth to slow in the near future even if the £ we 

were to weaken and improve the relative value of 

central London property. 

 

A vote to remain – growth boost in regional cities 

A vote to remain will have the greatest upside for 

house prices and transactions in regional cities 

where the recovery has been more short-lived and 

affordability less stretched than in southern cities. 

The boost to confidence from a vote to remain, 

coupled with low mortgage rates would most likely 

deliver the greatest benefit regional cities such as 

Manchester, Leeds and Birmingham where housing 

demand is growing and strong real rates of house 

price growth are likely to be sustained. 
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Table 2- City level summary, April 2016 

 
Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City
Current 

price

%yoy 

Apr 2016

%yoy 

Apr 2015

Cambridge £411,900 15.8% 8.6%

London £466,000 14.4% 9.3%

Bristol £247,500 13.8% 8.1%

Portsmouth £210,400 9.0% 7.0%

Southampton £208,600 9.0% 5.9%

Bournemouth £259,700 8.6% 5.5%

Birmingham £140,200 8.3% 3.4%

Manchester £142,600 7.8% 4.3%

Leicester £149,200 7.4% 4.2%

Oxford £393,100 7.1% 11.8%

Leeds £147,600 6.7% 4.5%

Cardiff £186,100 6.3% 5.4%

Nottingham £133,200 5.9% 4.3%

Liverpool £109,100 5.5% 1.0%

Sheffield £126,100 4.7% 3.6%

Belfast £122,600 4.1% 6.9%

Edinburgh £196,500 4.0% 4.8%

Glasgow £109,100 3.5% 4.5%

Newcastle £123,400 2.5% 2.2%

Aberdeen £183,400 -6.1% 3.3%

20 city index £232,800 10.4% 6.6%

UK £197,100 8.3% 5.3%

Hometrack 

Hometrack is a technology company and trusted partner for the delivery of evidence, insight and risk based decision making in 
the residential property market in the UK, Italy and Australia. For more information about the business, our services and further 
insight visit www.hometrack.com 
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The surge in transactions ahead of the April stamp 

duty change resulted in most cities registering a 

spike in the monthly rate of house price growth in 

March with slower growth recorded in April. 

Aberdeen remains the city bucking the national 

trend with prices falling by 6.1% in the last year 

where the lower oil price continues to impact the 

economy and demand for housing. Across the 

remaining cities, the annual growth rate is higher 

than 12 months ago in fifteen cities. The highest 

growth is being registered in supply constrained 

southern cities such as Cambridge, Bristol and 

London (table 2) where prices have responded more 

quickly to strong demand in the first quarter.  
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Fig. 2 – City house price inflation last 12 months 

Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 
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All eyes on the Referendum result 

The implication of the Referendum result for 

businesses operating in housing is the key unknown. 

The economic impact of ‘Brexit’ and consequences 

for interest rates, investment and incomes has direct 

implications for housing. The consensus appears to 

be a short economic shock accompanied by a period 

of uncertainty for consumers and business.  

 

An analysis of city level house price growth and 

transactions over the last 20 years shows that 

external shocks tend to have a greater impact on 

market volumes than house prices, especially where 

there is no accompanying economic downturn. To 

highlight these differentials Fig. 3 plots the year on 

year change in housing sales for London City and all 

other cities combined. From 1996 to 2007 house 

prices posted consistent positive year on year 

growth (Fig. 2). This was not the case for sales 

volumes which were influenced by a mix of external 

shocks to sentiment and changing domestic factors 

such as short periods of rising interest rates.  

 

Fig. 3 – Long run change in city level sales volumes 

 
Source: Hometrack 

 

In the decade before 2007, sales volumes fell on four 

occasions in London by as much as 15% highlighting 

how London is more prone to the impact of external 

factors - from the crisis in emerging economies and 

collapse of the Long Term Capital Management 

hedge fund in 1998 to the bursting of the dot-com 

bubble in 2000 and the Iraq war in 2003. The 15% 

drop in sales seen in 2005 was registered across the 

country, driven largely by domestic factors and rising 

interest rates in 2003/04.  In contrast, the impact of 

the 2011/12 Eurozone crisis on turnover was more 

muted as the market was just recovering.  

 

Part of the reason for London experiencing greater 

volatility in sales over this period to 2007 was the 

fact that London house prices had more than 

doubled in the 7 years before 2000. In contrast, most 

other parts of the country had registered much 

lower rates of growth. Fig. 2 shows the variance in 

growth rates between London and Manchester. A 

lack of relative value in London post 2000 increased 

the sensitivity of the market to external factors, 

something which is very pertinent today when we 

consider the impact of the Referendum result. 

 

A vote to leave – greatest impact on London 

The implications of this analysis is that a vote to 

leave on 23 June would most likely result in a 5% to 

10% fall in housing turnover with London bearing the 

brunt of the slowdown. The rate of national house 

price growth would undoubtedly slow, but the scale 

of this will depend upon the economic impact and 

whether mortgage rates increase. The greater the 

direct impact on the economy then the greater the 

downside for turnover and house prices. If the 

economy keeps growing, albeit more slowly, 

negative price growth is unlikely. 

 

The London market faces greater headwinds 

irrespective of the Referendum vote. Turnover fell 

7% last year on the back of affordability constraints 

and weaker overseas demand. Tax changes for 

investors will reduce demand and we expect price 

growth to slow in the near future even if the £ we 

were to weaken and improve the relative value of 

central London property. 

 

A vote to remain – growth boost in regional cities 

A vote to remain will have the greatest upside for 

house prices and transactions in regional cities 

where the recovery has been more short-lived and 

affordability less stretched than in southern cities. 

The boost to confidence from a vote to remain, 

coupled with low mortgage rates would most likely 

deliver the greatest benefit regional cities such as 

Manchester, Leeds and Birmingham where housing 

demand is growing and strong real rates of house 

price growth are likely to be sustained. 
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Table 2- City level summary, April 2016 

 
Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City
Current 

price

%yoy 

Apr 2016

%yoy 

Apr 2015

Cambridge £411,900 15.8% 8.6%

London £466,000 14.4% 9.3%

Bristol £247,500 13.8% 8.1%

Portsmouth £210,400 9.0% 7.0%

Southampton £208,600 9.0% 5.9%

Bournemouth £259,700 8.6% 5.5%

Birmingham £140,200 8.3% 3.4%

Manchester £142,600 7.8% 4.3%

Leicester £149,200 7.4% 4.2%

Oxford £393,100 7.1% 11.8%

Leeds £147,600 6.7% 4.5%

Cardiff £186,100 6.3% 5.4%

Nottingham £133,200 5.9% 4.3%

Liverpool £109,100 5.5% 1.0%

Sheffield £126,100 4.7% 3.6%

Belfast £122,600 4.1% 6.9%

Edinburgh £196,500 4.0% 4.8%

Glasgow £109,100 3.5% 4.5%

Newcastle £123,400 2.5% 2.2%

Aberdeen £183,400 -6.1% 3.3%

20 city index £232,800 10.4% 6.6%

UK £197,100 8.3% 5.3%

Hometrack 

Hometrack is a technology company and trusted partner for the delivery of evidence, insight and risk based decision making in 
the residential property market in the UK, Italy and Australia. For more information about the business, our services and further 
insight visit www.hometrack.com 
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The surge in transactions ahead of the April stamp 

duty change resulted in most cities registering a 

spike in the monthly rate of house price growth in 

March with slower growth recorded in April. 

Aberdeen remains the city bucking the national 

trend with prices falling by 6.1% in the last year 

where the lower oil price continues to impact the 

economy and demand for housing. Across the 

remaining cities, the annual growth rate is higher 

than 12 months ago in fifteen cities. The highest 

growth is being registered in supply constrained 

southern cities such as Cambridge, Bristol and 

London (table 2) where prices have responded more 

quickly to strong demand in the first quarter.  
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All eyes on the Referendum result 

The implication of the Referendum result for 

businesses operating in housing is the key unknown. 

The economic impact of ‘Brexit’ and consequences 

for interest rates, investment and incomes has direct 

implications for housing. The consensus appears to 

be a short economic shock accompanied by a period 

of uncertainty for consumers and business.  

 

An analysis of city level house price growth and 

transactions over the last 20 years shows that 

external shocks tend to have a greater impact on 

market volumes than house prices, especially where 

there is no accompanying economic downturn. To 

highlight these differentials Fig. 3 plots the year on 

year change in housing sales for London City and all 

other cities combined. From 1996 to 2007 house 

prices posted consistent positive year on year 

growth (Fig. 2). This was not the case for sales 

volumes which were influenced by a mix of external 

shocks to sentiment and changing domestic factors 

such as short periods of rising interest rates.  

 

Fig. 3 – Long run change in city level sales volumes 

 
Source: Hometrack 

 

In the decade before 2007, sales volumes fell on four 

occasions in London by as much as 15% highlighting 

how London is more prone to the impact of external 

factors - from the crisis in emerging economies and 

collapse of the Long Term Capital Management 

hedge fund in 1998 to the bursting of the dot-com 

bubble in 2000 and the Iraq war in 2003. The 15% 

drop in sales seen in 2005 was registered across the 

country, driven largely by domestic factors and rising 

interest rates in 2003/04.  In contrast, the impact of 

the 2011/12 Eurozone crisis on turnover was more 

muted as the market was just recovering.  

 

Part of the reason for London experiencing greater 

volatility in sales over this period to 2007 was the 

fact that London house prices had more than 

doubled in the 7 years before 2000. In contrast, most 

other parts of the country had registered much 

lower rates of growth. Fig. 2 shows the variance in 

growth rates between London and Manchester. A 

lack of relative value in London post 2000 increased 

the sensitivity of the market to external factors, 

something which is very pertinent today when we 

consider the impact of the Referendum result. 

 

A vote to leave – greatest impact on London 

The implications of this analysis is that a vote to 

leave on 23 June would most likely result in a 5% to 

10% fall in housing turnover with London bearing the 

brunt of the slowdown. The rate of national house 

price growth would undoubtedly slow, but the scale 

of this will depend upon the economic impact and 

whether mortgage rates increase. The greater the 

direct impact on the economy then the greater the 

downside for turnover and house prices. If the 

economy keeps growing, albeit more slowly, 

negative price growth is unlikely. 

 

The London market faces greater headwinds 

irrespective of the Referendum vote. Turnover fell 

7% last year on the back of affordability constraints 

and weaker overseas demand. Tax changes for 

investors will reduce demand and we expect price 

growth to slow in the near future even if the £ we 

were to weaken and improve the relative value of 

central London property. 

 

A vote to remain – growth boost in regional cities 

A vote to remain will have the greatest upside for 

house prices and transactions in regional cities 

where the recovery has been more short-lived and 

affordability less stretched than in southern cities. 

The boost to confidence from a vote to remain, 

coupled with low mortgage rates would most likely 

deliver the greatest benefit regional cities such as 

Manchester, Leeds and Birmingham where housing 

demand is growing and strong real rates of house 

price growth are likely to be sustained. 
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Table 2- City level summary, April 2016 

 
Source: Hometrack House Price Indices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City
Current 

price

%yoy 

Apr 2016

%yoy 

Apr 2015

Cambridge £411,900 15.8% 8.6%

London £466,000 14.4% 9.3%

Bristol £247,500 13.8% 8.1%

Portsmouth £210,400 9.0% 7.0%

Southampton £208,600 9.0% 5.9%

Bournemouth £259,700 8.6% 5.5%

Birmingham £140,200 8.3% 3.4%

Manchester £142,600 7.8% 4.3%

Leicester £149,200 7.4% 4.2%

Oxford £393,100 7.1% 11.8%

Leeds £147,600 6.7% 4.5%

Cardiff £186,100 6.3% 5.4%

Nottingham £133,200 5.9% 4.3%

Liverpool £109,100 5.5% 1.0%

Sheffield £126,100 4.7% 3.6%

Belfast £122,600 4.1% 6.9%

Edinburgh £196,500 4.0% 4.8%

Glasgow £109,100 3.5% 4.5%

Newcastle £123,400 2.5% 2.2%

Aberdeen £183,400 -6.1% 3.3%

20 city index £232,800 10.4% 6.6%

UK £197,100 8.3% 5.3%

Hometrack 

Hometrack is a technology company and trusted partner for the delivery of evidence, insight and risk based decision making in 
the residential property market in the UK, Italy and Australia. For more information about the business, our services and further 
insight visit www.hometrack.com 


